
Annotation. To work out the algorithmic and programmatic components of the system of 
calculation of geodesic forms of filament on conical stores. Object and article of research. A 
research object is a process of winding of textile filaments, the article of research is 
equalization of curves of permanent deviation from geodesic and geodesic in a self-reactance 
form. Methods and research facilities. Theoretical and experimental researches, that are 
based on the use of textile, mechanics of filament, theory of resiliency, mathematical design, 
methods of theory of algorithms, analytical geometry, planning of experiment and statistical 
treatment of results of researches, come forward as basic methods of research. For software 
development modern languages were used objective - the oriented programming. Scientific 
novelty and practical value of the got results. The got equalizations describe the curves of 
permanent rejection at and maximum at  where  is a coefficient of friction. These 
equalizations it is possible to take advantage of for the receipt of equilibrium location of coil 
on packing at a change straight of motion of of filament. For example, it is required to 
transfer a filament points And  in a spiral line from  82°50' along a maximum curve. A size to 
the turn  and relocation bias along the axis of z,  that must be carried out, determined easily.  
A spiral line is situated between geodesic  and maximum curves, id est in area of equilibrium. 
About the measure of her static equilibrium it is possible to judge on comparison sizes  with a 
size. 
Keywords: filament, formative surfaces, equilibrium position of coils, conical winding, 
equalization of curves, geodesic line. 
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Annotation. To work out the algorithmic and programmatic components of the system of 

determination of inflexibility at the compression of Text. and knitted fabric. Object and article 
of research. A research object is a process of deformation of textile and knittings materials, 
the article of research is determination of inflexibility at the compression of Text. and knitted 
fabric. Methods and research facilities. Theoretical and experimental researches, that are 
based on the use of textile, mechanics of filament, theory of resiliency, mathematical design, 
methods of theory of algorithms, analytical geometry, planning of experiment and statistical 
treatment of results of researches, come forward as basic methods of research. For software 
development modern languages were used objective - the oriented programming. Scientific 
novelty and practical value of the got results. The shown possibility of estimation of the 
modules of inflexibility is at the compression of wares on the method used for the estimation 
of inflexibility at a stretch. For the relative module of inflexibility the accepted increase of 


